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Death is familiar to us: sometimes welcome, sometimes detested. Violent, or in peace. Desired, 

feared, accepted. Sooner or later, death comes to each of us as a fate that affects every human be-

ing. We are there to live; that is why death alienates us from our-selves, from the relationships we 

have enjoyed so well, from our familiar environment where the people who are dear to us can be 

found. Death remains a confusing phenomenon in our lives. We do not want to die, we are given to 

each other to live and to make life possible for each other. Yes, of course there are also days when 

people think: what is the use of it, what do I still have to do here - Lord, let it be enough. 

But death calls us to live! Death challenges us not to resign our-selves to the loss of a loved one, an 

associate, a family member, or a respected person. Not even if there is a murder. We live and may 

live on, yes, beyond death. We cannot imagine that our loved ones will merge into nothingness, into 

a senseless emptiness as if they had never been there. By the measure of the love that was there, 

they cannot disappear from our lives and from our memories. 

Our relationships do not die. Life is not taken away, it is changed. My life changes when the beloved 

one disappears. When I go to the grave, to the urn garden,  I feel that their death must not take my 

life. Let the loved ones remain present, albeit in a different way than before. Death has repeatedly 

changed my life and made me realize that my life changed by death. I start a new life, not because I 

choose it - and that's what makes it so difficult - but because it happens to me. Then life demands 

that I reconcile myself with what has happened, that I can look the facts straight in the eye and 

accept them as my new reality. 

In this way, death asks me to resume and rearrange my life. What can give me life again, what will 

help me over death? Death has taken much away from me, but not love. Our experience of love is 

tested, but not destroyed. 

There are endless images in the Bible for those experiences. How our God is preparing a meal to 

celebrate that death will no longer be. From all faces, the Lord will wipe away tears. We hear stories 

of healings, unexpectedly, people who were able to pick up the thread again, even though no one 

believed in them anymore. Death is not denied in the Bible, but it is uncovered as a deadly weapon. 

He is no longer able to destroy our lives - if we dare to believe in the new life. 

We are advised not to seek the living among the dead. It is the other way around: the dead call us to 

resume life. Death demands that we rise from the dead, not only at the end of our lives, but as soon 

as we feel that we are dying. If we think that there is no life left for us, we are challenged not to 

accept it. 

Occasionally we may feel that the love that the dead gave us is still there. We still feel the once-given 

life, it remains alive within us. The loved ones who still surround us help us with this. There are many 

of us who honour and remember our dead today, because they call us to live. Everywhere people 

commemorate their dead, everywhere they search and find ways not to give death the last word. 

Our God will destroy death, Scripture says. When we put our spirit in his hands, we get the 

experience of his life force that is as great as he is. Difficult perhaps, and after much searching and 

fighting - but no one or there is that mysterious experience that our life and our love are stronger 

than our death. This turns out to be a reality of faith: God is relieving people's needs. Faith is then 

not a flight from the reality of life, but a way through which God Himself be-comes accessible for us. 

None of us falls outside the love of God. He knows man's fate, sorrow and loss - He has always 

shared them with us. 



Without death we would not know of liberation and redemption. It is precisely the experience of 

death that shows us the life of the Risen One, who makes everything new in unprecedented dimen-

sions. 


